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In the case of inviscid and incompressible fluid, the vorticity equation for two-dimensional motion of the fluid is of the form:
where $I is the streamfunction, o= -A$ the vorticity, t the time and {,} the usual Poisson bracket. (2) which describes a stationary pattern in the form of a street of counter-rotating vortices, arranged periodically along the x-axis at a distance equal to a-. A typical aspect of the solution is shown in the Fig. 1 for .s=O.9. The parameter E characterizes the density of vorticity: when E= f 1, we recover the point vortices solution and when E=Q we have $=O. Thus, as E ranges from 0 to 1, the flow represented by Eq. (2) ranges from the fluid at rest, to the flow due to a set of point vortices on the x-axis.
This solution has to be connected to the row of identical vortices, which was introduced by Stuart' and which are the streamlines of the celebrated "Kelvin- Stuart's cat's eyes." The solution (2)) because it is an exact consequence of certain equations, is of theoretical and illustrative value, and especially, it would be of great interest to know from a stability analysis whether this solution is stable in a finite domain. Indeed, the analytical expressions of the identical or counter-rotating street vortices are specially relevant for the studies of the stability or instability of experimental fluid flow~.~ In the two already mentioned limiting cases, the answer is simple. On the one hand, the fluid at rest (E=O) is clearly stable; and on the other hand, the flow due to a set of point counter-rotating vortices ( 1 E 1 = 1) is unstable.4" The aim of this p a p er is to establish explicit sufficient stability conditions for all values of E.
In order to study the nonlinear stability of the counterrotating vortices in a domain D of the plane R', we will use the total energy on this domain, which takes the form?
where n is the outward unit normal of the boundary LID and ds the scalar infinitesimal arc element. As the fluid is inviscid, this quantity is conserved, and more generally, one can show also,' that the functionals C,(w) = S Da (w)dx dy, called Casimir, are also conserved for any function Q in R. To establish sufficient conditions for the nonlinear stability, we will employ convexity properties of Ha = H+ CQ to find an explicit norm. We get
and integrating twice by parts and using the boundary conditions, it reads
. Let us choose the function Q> so that D&(w,) ~0. As the solution 
is a nonlinear constant of motion since we have chosen Cp so that D&,(w& =O. To establish the Lyapunov stability estim$es with H, we will modify the function Q, to a function Q', which gives DH+(w,) =0 and, which has its setond derivative bounded above and below on the L' norm.
From Eq. (2), we obtain (l--e2) W,in = -~ sinh(4 Arcth E) 2 (l-&2> <me= --A$,< 2 ~ sinh (4 Arcth E) =o,,, 
I.e.,
Note that this equation is not valid for the extreme cases I&I =l. Let us construct the function (i; in such a way that it coincides with @ on the interval [W,in,Wmax] , and with 6,(a) = -(,;;?,$);+a*n+B, (11) on the two intervals ]-CO ,O&j and [w,,, , + CO [. The constants cz+. and fl, are determined from continuity criteria, so that Q is a C2-function.
By construction, the function ( -6) is convex, i.e., 1+6cz+.c4 2
With the use of (7), we get l-&2
1+6E2+E4 (SW)~+WV~)-'SW 112)
<--2&(Sw) (13) ,. and, keeping in mind that ( -HG( w) ) is a conserved quantity and that (V') -* is negative, we obtain -2I&(Sw) = -2&(Soo)
where SW,, is the initial value of perturbation. Finally Since fi is time invariant, the a priori estimate provide suitable norms bounding the growth of disturbances, provided that Eq. (13) is satisfied. We obtain therefore the nonlinear stability condition provided that E and /satisfy the following condition:
Therefore we exhibit a transverse size of the domain D over which the street of vortices is unstable. The implication of this conditional stability is that the violation of the convexity conditions for the the given flow is a necessary condition for its instability. Figure 2 presents the stability region of the counter-rotating vortices in the plane (4~) for N= 1. One can check that the particular case, where the fluid is at rest (E = 0) is always stable, since the condition goes to infinity. On the other hand, one notes that the point vortices (E= co > are always unstable. The figure shows also that the solution is unstable for all values of E if &is infinite. We emphasize that, contrary to the case of identical Stuart vortices," the analytical calculations are here tractable in a rectangular box, and not in a hypothetical one, which follows the streamlines.
In conclusion, in this work, we derive explicitly the nonlinear stability condition for the counter-rotating vortices solutions in a rectangular box. This work should lead to a better understanding of the role of the nonlinearity in the instability of electromagnetically forced counterrotating vortices3 when the viscosity is present. Work along this line is in progress.
